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COMPANY DESCRIPTION

The digital future has arrived and the accounting profession is changing rapidly. Professionals today have

different needs, expectations and capabilities. In addition to accuracy, professionals need greater mobility,

simplicity and speed. These needs place a premium on access to active intelligence, agile systems and

integrated workflow solutions. This is precisely the value that CCH delivers to professionals.

CCH, a Wolters Kluwer business is the leading provider of customer-focused tax, accounting and audit

information, software and services for professionals (CCHGroup.com) and is part of the global tax and

accounting leader, Wolters Kluwer Tax & Accounting.

With headquarters in Riverwoods, Ill., CCH holds major market positions in the United States, Canada and Asia

Pacific. Employees include CPAs, attorneys, auditors, information technology professionals, developers,

customer service representatives, sales and marketing professionals, and more.

SOLUTIONS

The ProSystem fx Suite

The CCH ProSystem fx® Suite offers the most powerful, integrated software suite. ProSystem fx Tax is the

cornerstone of the Suite, with Suite modules for tax compliance, tax planning, trial balance, fixed assets,

practice management, document management, paperless tax and audit engagements, client write-up, website

development, and off-shore outsourcing services. Many of the ProSystem fx Suite modules are integrated with

each other, and also integrate with other CCH software and workflow tools, including CCH ClientRelate and the

IntelliConnect™.

In 2009, CCH introduced the next generation ProSystem fx Suite delivering robust solutions and services

delivered on a dynamic, centralized, SaaS platform to support the way the highest performing professionals
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want to work today. Solutions include SaaS versions of ProSystem fx Tax, Document, Practice, Workstream and

Portal.

Information Solutions

IntelliConnect™ is the gateway to CCH’s superior value for award-winning

information, integration and tools. IntelliConnect:

–        Offers intuitive design;

–        Includes a simple, modern interface that makes everything

accessible from one screen;

–        Gives users the flexibility to choose the research method that

works best for them; and

–        Provides a window to the best, most current tax and accounting

content and compliance tools available.

CorpSystem Solutions

Created specifically for corporate professionals, CorpSystem® solutions provide integrated sales and use tax

solutions that streamline workflow and ensure timely and accurate tracking and reporting of sales and use tax

rates (CCHGroup.com/CorpSystem). Key products include Sales Tax Load Utility, Sales Tax Online, ZIPSales

Database, ZIPSales Lookup, Sales Tax Office and Sales Tax Returns Online.

MARKETS SERVED

CCH solutions are relied upon by the IRS, the nation’s federal courts and agencies, the nation’s top CPA firms of

all sizes, and thousands of corporations worldwide. Our partners include leading corporations such as

Microsoft® and Sage® Software, PricewaterhouseCoopers and BNA®. Our customers include small, medium

and large accounting firms, and corporate tax and auditing departments that rely on our information, software

and workflow tools to help enhance their productivity, profitability and increase value to their clients.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

CCH customers receive world-class support and service. Technical support can found at Support.CCH.com.

 

CCH, a Wolters Kluwer business
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2700 Lake Cook Road

Riverwoods, IL 60015

800-PFX-9998

CCHGroup.com/contactus

CCHGroup.com

Number of Employees: 3,500

Year Founded: 1913

Payroll  • Technology

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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